Complete each sentence with the word *lose* or *loose*.

*Lose* is a verb meaning to misplace or no longer possess.  
*Loose* is a adjective meaning not firm, not tight, not contained.

A tiger is on the _____.

Never _____ sight of your goals.

I practice so I don’t _____ the game.

Sam has a _____ tooth.

Ben prefers to wear _____ shirts.

Sophia will _____ her tooth soon.

Don’t _____ your temper.
Complete each sentence with the word lose or loose.

**Lose** is a verb meaning to misplace or no longer possess.
**Loose** is an adjective meaning not firm, not tight, not contained.

A tiger is on the loose.

Never lose sight of your goals.

I practice so I don’t lose the game.

Sam has a loose tooth.

Ben prefers to wear loose shirts.

Sophia will lose her tooth soon.

Don’t lose your temper.